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What is nuclear data?
• Measured values of a range of nuclear energy & time parameters, 

including:
– Nuclear ground state masses, decay modes (α, β, fission,,..) and 

decay energies (Q values).
– Nuclear decay lifetimes and partial decay modes; branching ratios. 

• Competing  internal decays verses beta/alpha decay modes.
• Beta-delayed neutron probabilities, Pn(%) values, in fission.

– Nuclear reaction ‘cross-sections’ as a function of energy, (n,f), (p,f) 
reactions etc., e.g., thermal neutron capture cross-sections.

– Reaction product distributions from thermal and fast-neutron fission.
– Excited state properties of nuclei, characteristic gamma-ray energies, 

relative Pγ (%) values, transition rates from nuclear excited states 
(lifetimes range from ~10-15 s  to 1010 secs) internal conversion 
coefficients and gamma-ray decay multipolarities. 

– Magnetic and quadrupole moments of nuclear excited and ground 
states.

– …lots more.





Fundamental Rules in Nuclear Structure Research

• The nuclei and final excited states populated 
depend on the reaction / decay mechanism used. 

• All of these are SELECTIVE in one way or another.
– Fusion-evaporation: higher spins; near-yrast

states; (usually) neutron-deficient residual nuclei.
– (Prompt) Fission: Medium spins, ~8-16 ħ per 

fragment; near-yrast states; wide spread of 
neutron-rich nuclei centred around A~95 & ~135.

– Radioactive decay (α, β) usually lower-spin 
states due to selection rules; ∆I=0,1 ‘allowed’.

– Populated excited states below particle 
separation energies decay via EM selection 
rules and transition rates dependency.



Some nuclear observables.
1) Masses and energy differences
2) Energy levels
3) Level spins  and parities
4) EM transition rates between states
5) Magnetic properties (g-factors)
6) Electric quadrupole moments?

This is the essence of nuclear 
structure physics.

How do these change as functions
of N, Z, I, Ex ?



Measuring Excited Excited States –
Nuclear Spectroscopy  & Nuclear (Shell) Structure

• Nuclear states labelled  by spin and parity quantum numbers and energy. 
• Excited states (usually) decay by gamma rays (non-visible, high energy light).
• Measuring gamma rays gives the energy differences between quantum states.

gamma 
ray decay



Energy levels are determined by 
measuring gamma-rays decaying 
from excited states.

Many, many possible states can be 
populated…many different gamma-ray
energies need to be measured at the 
same time (in coincidence).

(LN2 cooled) germanium detectors 
have the combination of good energy 
resolution (∆E~2 keV @ Eγ=1 MeV) 
and  acceptable detection efficiency.

Various multi-detector ‘arrays’ of 
germanium detectors around the World.
e.g., GAMMASPHERE, MINIBALL, GaSp

JUROGAM, RISING, INGA, 
EXOGAM, AGATA, GRETINA,
NuBALL, EXILL+FATIMA, RoSPHERE

Fusion-evaporation reactions best way 
to make the highest spins.  Nuclear 
EM decay usually decay via ‘near yrast’ 
sequence (since decay prob ~ Eγ2L+1)





More recent development include TRACKING arrays (e.g., GRETINA & AGATA) ; 
and ‘Hybrid’ arrays (e.g., EXILL+FATIMA, RoSPHERE,  NuBALL etc.)



Compton Suppressed Arrays: Recent Example: 
NuBall at IPN-Orsay.

• 20 LaBr3 detectors with from FATIMA collaboration -time resolution ~250 ps
• 24 HPGe clover detectors with BGO shielding for Compton Suppression
• 10 coaxial HPGe detectors with BGO shielding
• FASTER Digital DAQ; 500 MHz sampling for the LaBr3 detectors; 125 MHz

sampling for the HPGe and BGO detectors
• Internal pulse shape analysis



Basic EM Selection Rules?



EM decay selection rules reminder.

From M.Goldhaber & J.Weneser, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 5 (1955) p1-24



Nuclear level schemes can be 
constructed using gamma-gamma 

coincidence techniques.

‘Gating’ on a particular discrete 
gamma-ray energy in one detector and 

observing which transitions are in 
temporal coincidence with this 

particular transition.



NANA – the NAtional Nuclear Array

14

• Up to 12  LaBr3 scintillator gamma-
ray detectors.

• Digitised signal output performed by 
CAEN V1751C module.

• 2.6 % energy resolution @661 keV.

• < 300 ps timing resolution.

• Developed using a validated  
GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation.
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134Cs source decay in γ−γ coincidence. 



Resolving and selection of weakly populated 
decay channels

16

For 605 keV and 796 keV double gate, the 
peak-to-total of the 569 keV is 40 %! 
Loss of statistics but much improved 
signal cleanliness.



How is measuring 
the lifetime 

useful?

Transition probability 
(i.e., 1/mean lifetime as 
measured for state which 
decays by EM radiation)

(trivial) gamma-ray
energy dependence of
transition rate, goes as.  
Eγ

2L+1 e.g., Eγ
5 for E2s

for example.

Nuclear structure information.
The ‘reduced matrix element’ , 
B(λL) tells us the overlap
between the initial and final 
nuclear single-particle 
wavefunctions.



EM Transition  Rates
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Classically, the average power radiated by an EM multipole field is given by 

m(σL) is the time-varying electric or magnetic multipole moment.
ω is the (circular) frequency of the EM field

( ) ( )∫= dvLmLm iffi ψσψσ *

For a quantized (nuclear) system, the decay probability is determined by the 
MATRIX ELEMENT of the EM MULTIPOLE OPERATOR, where

i..e, integrated over the nuclear volume.

(see Introductory Nuclear Physics, K.S. Krane (1988)  p330).

We can then get the general expression for the probability per unit time for
gamma-ray emission, λ(σL) , from: 
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EM Selection Rules and their Effects on Decays

• Allowed decays have:

M9 M7, M5, M3, and ; E10 and E8 E6, E4, E2,
  torestricted now decays Allowed :nrestrictiofurther  a adds This

 parity.  thechangenot can n  transitio thehere thus,
  states, final and intialbetween parity  conserve  toalso Need

. 10 and 7,8,92,3,4,5,6,
 of momentumangular  carrying

 photons with proceed  toallowed are
4  to6 from decays e.g.,
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==

−≤≤−
++

λ

λ
ππ II

IIII fifi

e.g., 102Sn52

Why do we only 
observe the E2 
decays ? 

Are the other  
multipolarity
decays allowed /
present ?



Eγ E2 
(1Wu)

M3
(1Wu)

E4
(1Wu)

48 
(6+→4+)

112µs 782,822 s 2.5E+14s

555 
(6+→2+)

66,912s

497
(4+→2+)

0.9ns 61ms 180,692s

1969
(4+→0+)

751ms

102Sn

Conclusion, in general see a cascade of (stretched) 
E2 decays in near-magic even-even nuclei.



Weisskopf single-particle estimates
τsp for 1 Wu at  A~100 and Eγ = 200 keV

M1
2.2 ps

M2
4.1 ms

M3
36 s

E1
5.8 fs

E2
92 ns

E3
0.2 s

The lowest order multipole decays are  highly favoured.

BUT need to conserve angular momentum so need at minimum  λ = Ii-If is 
needed for the transition to take place. 

Note, for low Eγ and high - λ, internal conversion also competes/dominates.



'Near-Yrast' decays
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The EM transition rate depends on Eγ
2λ+1 ; the highest energy transitions 

for the lowest λ are (usually) favoured. 
This results in the preferential population of yrast and near-yrast states.



'Near-Yrast' decays
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The EM transition rate depends on Eγ2λ+1,, the highest energy transitions 
for the lowest λ are (generally) favoured. 
This results in the preferential population of yrast and near-yrast states.
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The EM transition rate depends on Eγ2λ+1,, the highest energy transitions 
for the lowest λ are (generally) favoured. 
This results in the preferential population of yrast and near-yrast states.
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The EM transition rate depends on Eγ2λ+1,, the highest energy transitions 
for the lowest λ are (generally) favoured. 
This results in the preferential population of yrast and near-yrast states.
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The EM transition rate depends on Eγ2λ+1,, the highest energy transitions 
for the lowest λ are (generally) favoured. 
This results in the preferential population of yrast and near-yrast states.

= gamma-ray between 
yrast states
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The EM transition rate depends on Eγ2λ+1, (for E2 decays Eγ
5) 

Thus, the highest energy transitions for the lowest λ are usually favoured. 
Non-yrast states decay to yrast ones (unless very different φ , K-isomers)

= γ ray from non-yrast state.

= γ ray between yrast states
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The EM transition rate depends on Eγ2λ+1, (for E2 decays Eγ
5) 

Thus, the highest energy transitions for the lowest λ are usually favoured. 
Non-yrast states decay to yrast ones (unless very different φ , K-isomers etc.)

= γ ray from non-yrast state.

= γ ray between yrast states
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The EM transition rate depends on Eγ2λ+1, (for E2 decays Eγ
5) 

Thus, the highest energy transitions for the lowest λ are usually favoured. 
Non-yrast states decay to yrast ones (unless very different φ , K-isomers)

= γ ray from non-yrast state.

= γ ray between yrast states



'Near-Yrast' decays
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Yrast Traps

The yrast 8+ state lies lower in 
excitation energy than 
any 6+ state…
i.e., would need a ‘negative’ 
gamma-ray energy to decay 
to any 6+ state 



'Near-Yrast' decays
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The yrast 8+ state can not decay to ANY 6+.

The lowest order multipole allowed is 
λ=4 Iπ=8+ →4+ i.e., an E4 decay.

Yrast Traps



e.g. 223Ra decay.

Characteristic signatures of decay include:
i) Alpha decay (and rare 14C cluster emission)
ii) Fine structure in alpha decay to 219Rn 
excited states. 
iii) Gamma ray emission from excited states in 
the 219Rn daughter.
Iv) Internal electron conversion emission in 
competition with gamma ray emission.
v) Daughter (219Rn), granddaughter (215Po) 
and subsequent decays….



Very complex alpha decay fine structure, many alpha lines to excited states in 219Rn.
(from ENSDF nuclear data  based from 2001 evaluation in Nuclear Data Sheets).



Initial decay energetics of 223Ra

• Some decays of odd-A nuclei 
populate excited nuclear 
states  in the daughter - leads 
to fine structure in α decay

.
• mass parabolas for A= 

constant from the semi-
empirical mass equation

• 223Ra (Z=88) is lowest energy 
isobar for A=223; it must 
decay by α emission.

Basic modes of decay for heavy nuclei are beta decay to lighter nucleus with the 
same A (=N+Z) value (e.g., 227Ac  → 227Th + β- + ν) until minimum 
energy isobar is reached for a given A value. 

This is usually then followed by α decay (i.e., emission of a 4He nucleus) to 
create a daughter nucleus with A-4, e.g., 227Th →223Ra + α.
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Alpha Decay Selection Rules.
• Alpha decay to excited states in nuclei is observed empirically. 

• Alpha particle spectra from odd-A and odd-odd nuclei can become (very) complex, 
with a number of characteristic alpha decay energies up to the the ground state to 
ground state decay Eα value.

• In order to conserve angular momentum, alpha particles can be emitted with some 
additional orbital angular momentum value, l, relative to the daughter nucleus.

• This also gives rise to an effective increase in the potential energy barrier height for 
that decay (called the centrifugal barrier).

• Any orbital angular momentum adds l(l+1)ħ2/2µr2 to potential barrier for that decay.

• Angular momentum selection rule                                        in α decay required that 
the spins of the state populated by direct decay must be equal to the vector sum of 
the spin of the emitting state in the mother, plus any relative orbital angular 
momentum carried away from the a particle, lα. 

• l = 0 alpha decays would be favored. (i.e., same spin/parity for mother decaying 
state and daughter state populated directly in alpha decay).

• Excited energy states in daughter can have different spin (and parity) values which 
affect the relative population in α decay. 



Most intense α decay energies associated with 223Ra decay have Eα=5176(4) and 5607(4) keV.
These correspond to the direct population from spin/parity 3/2+ ground state of 223Ra 
to (a) the 7/2+ excited state at Ex=(5871-5716) = 155(5) keV (∆l=2)   and 

(b) the 3/2+ excited state at Ex=(5871-5607) = 264(5) keV  (∆l =0) above the 219Rn g.s..
Note a large observed hindrance (~2800) for the decay to the ground state (5871 keV).



Excited states populated in 219Rn following 223Ra decay.



Selection rules in α decay (of 223Ra) mean that different 
excited states are populated in the daughter nucleus.
These can then subsequently decay to the ground state of the 
daughter (219Rn) by characteristic gamma-ray emission.

Nuclear states are labelled by angular momentum (or ‘spin’) 
and parity (+ or -) quantum numbers.
The angular momentum removed by the emitted gamma-ray 
(∆L) from the nucleus is related to the spin difference between 
the initial and final nuclear states (usually the lowest order 
decay ∆L = |Ii-If| dominates).

Gamma-ray multipoles determine the 
angular momentum (spin) & parity 
differences between the initial & final 
nuclear states  linked by gamma-ray 
emission.

E1 = one unit change in spin ; change parity
M1 = 1 change in spin ; no change in parity
E2 = 2 unit change in spin ; no parity change



Different nuclear reaction mechanisms?
• Heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions: makes mostly 

neutron-deficient residual nuclei.
• Spontaneous fission sources such as 252Cf: makes mostly 

neutron-rich residual nuclei).
• Deep-inelastic/multi-nucleon transfer and heavy-ion fusion-

fission reactions: makes near-stable/slightly neutron-rich 
residual nuclei).

• High-energy Projectile fragmentation / projectile fission at 
e.g., GSI, RIKEN, GANIL, MSU, makes all types of nuclei.

• Coulomb excitation, EM excitations via E2 (usually).
• Single particle transfer reactions (p,d)
• Radioactivity, β decay ; α decay ; proton radioactivity
• Other probes (e,e’γ), (γ,γ’), (n,γ), (p,γ), (n,n’γ) etc.

First four generally populate ‘near-yrast’ states 
– most useful to see ‘higher’ spins states and excitations.



Heavy-ion induced nuclear reactions on fixed targets can result in a range 
of different nuclear reactions taking place.  

The specifics depends on the (1) beam and target nuclei (A,Z,I); 
(2) the beam energy (higher or lower than the Coulomb repulsion between the 
two nuclei), and (3) the impact parameter, b.



Selection and identification of high-spins states.
• Need a top quality gamma-ray spectrometer to measure 

full-energies of emitted gamma rays from (high-spin) 
excited nuclear states.

• Helpful to have some sort of channel selection device 
(e.g., recoil separator; fragment detector).

• Timing between reaction and detection of gamma ray(s) 
and also the time differences between individual gamma 
rays in a  decay sequences can also be helpful in channel 
selection and decay scheme building.

• Use EM selection rules, transition rates and DCO/W(θ) 
etc. to assign spin and parities to excited states.



E*R = EBeam + Qreaction-KErecoil

Fusion evaporation reactions fuse 
heavy-ion beams of stable nuclei onto 
stationary, metallic foils of other 
stable nuclei. 



E*R = EBeam + Qreaction-KErecoil

Maximum angular momentum input to 
compound system (lmax) depends on 

l=rxp
i.e. beam energy (linked to p) and 
maximum overlap of nuclear radii (r)



Example: 96Ru(40Ca,xpyn)136Gd-xp-yn

40Ca
Z=20  
N=20

96Ru
Z=44 
N=52

136Gd (Z=64 N=72).

Hot, compound 
system recoils
backwards at 0o

in the lab frame.

VR



Example: 96Ru(40Ca,xpyn)136Gd-xp-yn

40Ca
Z=20  
N=20

96Ru
Z=44 
N=52

136Gd (Z=64 N=72).
Hot, compound nucleus
recoils backwards at 
0o in the lab frame with 
velocity, VR.

mBVB mTVT=0

KE of beam = ½ mBVB
2



Example: 96Ru(40Ca,xpyn)136Gd-xp-yn

40Ca
Z=20  
N=20

96Ru
Z=44 
N=52

136Gd (Z=64 N=72).
Hot, compound nucleus
recoils backwards at 
0o in the lab frame with 
velocity, VR.

mBVB mTVT=0

mRVR =(mB+mT)VR
= mBVB. Therefore, 
VR=(mB)VB/(mB+mT)

KE of beam = ½ mBVB
2

VR



Example: 96Ru(40Ca,xpyn)136Gd-xp-yn

40Ca
Z=20  
N=20

96Ru
Z=44 
N=52

136Gd (Z=64 N=72).
Hot, compound nucleus
recoils backwards at 
0o in the lab frame with 
velocity, vR.
KE of recoiling nucleus
= ½ (MB+MT)V2

R

mBVB mTVT=0

mRVR =(mB+mT)VR
= mBVB. Therefore, 
VR=(mB)VB/(mB+mT)

KE of beam = ½ mBVB
2

Light particles p,n,α
evaporated.
Sn,Sp ~ 1-15 MeV.

VR



Example: 96Ru(40Ca,xpyn)136Gd-xp-yn

40Ca
Z=20  
N=20

96Ru
Z=44 
N=52

136Gd (Z=64 N=72).
Hot, compound nucleus
recoils backwards at 
0o in the lab frame with 
velocity, vR.
KE of recoiling nucleis
= ½ (MB+MT)V2

R

mBVB mTVT=0

mRVR =(mB+mT)VR
= mBVB. Therefore, 
VR=(mB)VB/(mB+mT)

KE of beam = ½ mBvB
2

136Gd+3p = 133Pm
136Gd+2pn=133Sm
136Gd+3pn=134Pm
136Gd+2p2n=132Sm



Production of High-Spin States



Example: 96Ru(40Ca,xpyn)136Gd-xp-yn

40Ca
Z=20  
N=20

96Ru
Z=44 
N=52

136Gd (Z=64 N=72).
Hot, compound nucleus
recoils backwards at 
0o in the lab frame with 
velocity, VR.
KE of recoiling nucleis
= ½ (MB+MT)V2

R

mBVB mTVT=0

mRVR =(mB+mT)VR
= mBVB. Therefore, 
VR=(mB)VB/(mB+mT)

KE of beam = ½ mBvB
2

Light particle 
emission causes 
small recoil cone 
in lab frame due to 
cons. of linear 
momentum.

VR

VB



40Ca + 96Ru → 136Gd*

40Ca

96Ru



40Ca + 96Ru → 136Gd*

40Ca

96Ru



40Ca + 96Ru → 136Gd*

40Ca

96Ru



40Ca + 96Ru → 136Gd*
Heavy-ion fusion-evaporation
reactions usually make neutron
deficient compound nuclei.



40Ca + 96Ru → 136Gd*
Heavy-ion fusion-evaporation
reactions usually make neutron
deficient compound nuclei.

136Gd*



Do you evaporate protons or neutrons?

Neutrons (approx to 
finite square well)

r
Sn = 0

~10s of  
MeV

V(r)
‘neutron’ unbound
nuclear states.
‘See’ NO Coulomb 
barrier.



Do you evaporate protons or neutrons?

Neutrons (approx to 
finite square well)

Protons (approx to 
finite square well +  Coulomb
Barrier above Sp=0)

r r
Sn = 0 Sp = 0

~10s of  
MeV

V(r)V(r)

‘particle’ nuclear
bound states.

‘proton’ unbound
nuclear states.
‘See’ a Coulomb 
barrier.

‘neutron’ unbound
nuclear states.
‘See’ NO Coulomb 
barrier.



Near stable (compound) nuclei,  Sp ~ Sn ~ 5-8 MeV. 
Coulomb barrier means (HI,xn) favoured over (HI,xp)

Neutrons (approx to 
finite square well)

Protons (approx to 
finite square well +  Coulomb
Barrier above Sp=0)

r r
Sn = 0 Sp = 0

∆Ep ~ 
5 MeV

∆En ~ 
5 MeV

En=∆En-Sn



Angular Momentum Input in HIFE Reactions?

Reduced mass of system, 
µ = mb.mT / (mB+mT)



Increasing the beam energy 
increases the maximum input 
angular momentum,

but 

Causes more nucleons to be
evaporated (on average).

Also, increasing the beam 
energy increases the recoil
velocity.

xn channel → Cd

pxn channel → Ag

αxn channel → Pd

98Mo + 12C → 110Cd fusion evaporation calculations using 
PACE4 S.F. Ashley, PhD thesis, University of Surrey (2007)

Maximum angular momentum
input to 110Cd compound nucleus

For the 110Cd compound nucleus:
Sn = 9.9 MeV 
Sp =  8.9 MeV

Coulomb barrier means neutron
evaporation is much favoured.



Very neutron-deficient (compound) nuclei, 
e.g. 136Gd, Sp= 2.15 MeV, Sn=12.94 MeV

Neutrons (approx to 
finite square well)

Protons (approx to 
finite square well +  Coulomb
Barrier above Sp=0)

r r

Sn = 0
Sp = 0

∆Ep ~ 
5 MeV

∆En ~ 
5 MeV



Excitation Functions?

P.H. Regan et al., Phys. Rev. C49 (1994) 1885



Doppler Shifts
Moving source – nucleus which emits gamma-ray ; 
Stationary observer - Ge detector.

The range in Doppler shifted energy across 
the finite opening angle of a detector (∆θ)
Causes a reduction in measured energy 
resolution due to Doppler Broadening.

This is made worse if there is also a spread 
in the recoil velocities (∆v) for the recoils.



Experimental channel selection in HIFEs?
• Could use gamma-ray gates themselves if some 

initial discrete energies are established. γ−γ(−γ) 
coincidence method. 

• Use coincident timing; beam-pulsing to establish 
ordering or decay transitions across/below isomers.

• (Fold , sum energy) can be use to select (Spin , Ex) 
following compound system evaporation.

• Measure coincident evaporated charged particles 
protons , α etc. (e.g., microball) and/or neutrons (e.g. 
NEDA) – to select / remove specific evap-channels.

• Use recoil separators (e.g., FMA) to detector fusion 
products; can be vacuum (like FMA) or gas-filled 
(e.g. BGS ; RITU).







24Mg beam
on 40Ca target
@65 MeV.

Compound =64Ge
Recoils focussed
through Argonne 
FMA, separated 
by A/Q.

Observed recoils 
2p+62Zn
2pn+61Zn
3p+61Cu
4p+60Ni
3pn+60Cu
α2p+58Ni

and 64Zn ?? (from 
44Ca in target).



Can be used to select very weak channels (1 part in 106 or less); 
Good example is SHE studies where most compound nuclei fission.





α decay lines

proton 
emission 
lines

Can use ‘fine structure’ in radioactivity to select decays to specific states 
(i.e., different single particle configurations).





Neutron-Rich Nuclei?



How do you make and study neutron-rich nuclei ?
• (low-cross-section) fusion evap. reactions, e.g., 18O + 48Ca →2p + 64Fe

– Limited compound systems using stable / beam target combinations.
– Highly selective reactions (if good channel selection applied).

• Spontaneous fission sources (e.g., 244Cm)
– Good for some regions of the nuclear chart, but little/no selectivity 

in the ‘reaction’ mechanism.
– Can make quite high spins in each fragment (10→20ħ)

• Fusion fission reactions 
– e.g., 18O + 208Pb → 226Th*→f1+f2+xn (e.g., 112

44Ru + 112
46Pd+2n)

– Doesn’t make very neutron-rich, little selectivity. 
– Medium spins (~10 ħ in each fragment) populated

• Heavy-ion deep-inelastic / multi-nucleon transfer reactions (e.g., 
– e.g. 136Xe + 198Pt →136Ba + 194Os + 2n.
– Populations Q-value dependent; medium spins accessed in products, 

make nuclei ‘close’ to the original (stable) beam and target species.
– Selectivity can be a problem, large Doppler effects.

• Projectile fragmentation (or Projectile Fission)
– (v. different energy regime)
– Need a fragment separator.



Nuclei produced in 252Cf fission ; GAMMASPHERE + FATIMA; 
Argonne National Lan, Dec. 2015 -Jan . 2016







Both the target-like and beam-like
fragments and the intermediated 
fusion-fission residues are usually 
stopped in a thick/backed target.

For discrete gamma rays decaying 
from states with effective lifetimes 
of a few picoseconds, there is no 
Doppler shift effect as the sources 
are stopped in the target and have 
v/c=0.

Prompt decays from higher-spin / 
faster lifetime states (< 1ps) will
be ‘smeared’ out by the Doppler 
broadening effect.

Backed/thick target experiments 
can not correct for Doppler shifts as
the direction and velocity of the 
emitting fragment is not known.



e.g., 82Se + 192Os
at INFN-Legnaro.

Discrete gamma rays 
detected using 
GASP array.

Triples gamma-ray
coincidences 
measured within
~ 50 ns timing 
window.

Discrete states to ~ 
12ħ observed in BLF.

More like ~ 20 ħ in 
some of the TLFs.



States to spins of >20 ħ can be populated in DIC.
136Xe beam on thick, backed 192Os  target at 
Argonne National Lab.

Gamma rays measured using GAMMASPHERE

Gamma rays decaying following isomeric states
are all stopped in the target, no Doppler shifts.

Evidence for population of states with I>25 ħ.







136Xe beam on a thin 198Pt target.

Residual reaction nuclei measured in
‘binary’ pairs using CHICO, a position 
sensitive gas detector.

Gamma rays from beam 
and target-like fragments 
measured in GAMMASPHERE.

Difference in time of flight between
BLF and TLF hitting CHICO can 
be used to deduce which fragments 
is which (heavier one usually moved 
more slowly due to COLM).

Angle differences between CHICO 
and GAMMASPHERE can be used 
for Doppler Corrections.



Use spectrometer to ‘tag’ on 
one of the reaction fragments 
for Doppler Correction.
e.g., 82Se (Z=34) beam on thin
170Er (Z=68) target at INFN-Legnaro.

Measure BLFs directly in PRISMA
spectrometer and gammas in
CLARA gamma-ray array. 
Reverse correct for heavier TLF 
using 2-body kinematics.

Gate on 84Kr (Z=36) fragment in PRISMA. 
Complementary fragment  (assuming no neutron 
evaporation) for 82Se+170Er reaction for 84Kr
is 168Dy (Z=66) (+2p transfer channel). 
Shortest time of flight in PRISMA 
associated with least neutron evaporation.



Determining spins from 
gamma-ray multipolarities



DCO and DCO Ratios



First real ‘evidence’ of angular 
correlations between successive
gamma rays; 

Radioactive decays of 

60Co  (Iπ=5+ , T1/2=5.27 yrs to 60Ni)
46Sc (Iπ=4+, T1/2=84 days to  46Ti)
88Y   (Iπ=4-, T1/2=107 days to 88Sr) 
134Cs (Iπ=4+, T1/2=2.1 yrs to 134Ba).

(note, says 86Y in paper, means 88Y)







Angular correlations using the NAtional Nuclear Array

• Multi-detector NANA used for 
60Co primary standard expt.

• Effect of angular correlations 
on the activity clear.











Reaction mechanism itself can
provide alignment of angular 
Momentum sub-states.

Should see angular 
DISTRIBUTIONS following
Fusion-evaporation reactions.



For ∆I=2 EM transitions, the singles angular distribution 
is of the form:





EM Transition rates



Nuclear EM transition rates between excited states are  
fundamental in nuclear structure research.

The extracted reduced matrix elements, B(λL) give insights e.g., 

• Single particle / shell model-like: ~ 1 Wu (NOT for E1s)

• Deformed / collective: faster lifetimes, ~10s to 1000s of Wu (in 
e.g., superdeformed bands)

• Show underlying symmetries and related selection rules such as K-
isomerism: MUCH slower decay rates ~ 10-3→9 Wu and slower).



B(E2: 0+
1 → 2+

1) ∝ 〈 2+
1 E2 0+

1〉2

2+

0+

The nuclear rotational model: B(E2: I→I-2) gives Qo by:

Qo = (TRANSITION) ELECTRIC 
QUADRUPOLE MOMENT. 

This is intimately linked to  the 
electrical charge (i.e.  proton) 
distribution within  the nucleus. 

Non-zero Qo means some  deviation 
from spherical  symmetry and thus 
some quadrupole ‘deformation’.

T (E2) = transition probability = 1/τ (secs); 
Eγ = transition energy in MeV



B(E2) values for low-lying even-even nuclei with Z =62 (Sm) – 74 (W).
Very ‘collective’ transitions  (>100 Wu) with maximum B(E2) at mid-shell.
This correlates with the lowest E(2+) excitation energy values. 





Some good recent reviews; useful references and equations..



Weisskopf Single Particle Estimates:

• These are ‘yardstick’ estimates for the speed of EM 
transitions for a given electromagnetic multipole order. 

• They depend on the size of the nucleus (i.e., A) and the 
energy of the transition / gamma-ray energy (Eγ

2L+1)
• They estimate the transition rate for spherically 

symmetric proton orbitals for nuclei of radius r=r0A1/3.

The half- life (in 10-9s), equivalent to 1 Wu is given by (DWK):



Weisskopf, V.F., 1951.  Radiative 
transition  probabilities in nuclei. 
Physical Review, 83(5), 1073.

Transition rates can be 
described in terms of  
‘Weisskopf Estimates’.

Classical estimates based on 
pure, spherical proton 
orbital transitions.

1 Wu is ‘normal’ expected
(single particle) transition 
rate…..(sort of….)



Transition rates get slower (i.e., longer lifetimes  
associated with) higher order multipole decays



Zs. Podolyak et al., Phys. Lett. B672 (2009) 116

N=126 ; Z=79. Odd, single proton transition; 
h11/2 → d3/2 state (holes in Z=82 shell).

Angular momentum selection rule says lowest multipole decay allowed is
λ = ( 11/2 - 3/2 ) = ∆ L = 4

Change of parity means lowest must transition be M4.

1Wu 907 keV M4 in 205Au has T1/2= 8 secs; corresponding to a  near ‘pure’ 
single-particle (proton) transition from (h11/2) 11/2- state to (d3/2) 3/2+ state.

(Decay here is observed following INTERNAL CONVERSION).
These competing decays to gamma emission are often observed in isomeric decays



Determination of excited states lifetimes, depends on….
the lifetime 



Direct extraction of excited state lifetimes.

• Assuming no background contribution, the 
measured, ‘delayed’ time distribution for a                        
Εγ−Εγ−∆t measurement is given by:  

P(t’-t0) is the (Gaussian) prompt response function
τ is the mean lifetime of the intermediate state.

See e.g.,  Z. Bay, Phys. Rev. 77 (1950) p419;
T.D. Newton, Phys. Rev. 78 (1950) p490;
J.M.Regis et al., EPJ Web of Conf. 93 (2015) 01014

τ



0
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τ



Deconvolution and (time difference function 
lineshapes).

If the instrument time response function R(t) is Gaussian of width 
σ,    

If the intermediate state decays with a mean lifetime τ, then

Ignoring normalisations, the deconvolution integral is given by:

1-erf(x) is the 
complementary 
error function of x.



The lifetimes that can be measured depends on σ/τ ratio.

Timing resolution  (i.e., faster responses) needed for short 
lifetimes.
HPGe have ~ a few ns limit using this method; 
LaBr3(Ce) detectors can get down to lifetimes of <50 ps.

σ/τ = 10 σ/τ = 1 σ/τ = 0.1



An example, ‘fast-timing’ and id of M2 decay in 34P.

• Study of 34P identified low-lying 
Iπ=4- state at E=2305 keV.

• Iπ=4-→ 2+ transition can proceed 
by M2 and/or E3.

• Aim of experiment was to 
measure precision lifetime for 
2305 keV state and obtain B(M2) 
and B(E3) values.

• Previous studies limit half-life to 
0.3 ns < t1/2 < 2.5ns

P.J.R.Mason et al., Phys. Rev. C85 (2012) 064303.



Ge-Gated Time differences

Gates in LaBr3 detectors to observe time 
difference and obtain lifetime for state

Ideally, we want to measure the time 
difference between transitions directly 
feeding and depopulating the state of 
interest (4-)



Gamma-ray energy  coincidences ‘locate’ transitions 
above and below the state of interest….

429-keV gate

429-keV gate

1048-keV gate

1048-keV gate

34P



LaBr3 – LaBr3 Energy-gated time 
differences.

429-keV gate 1048-keV gate

The 1876-429-keV time difference 
in 34P  should show prompt 
distribution as half-life of 2+ is much
shorter than prompt timing response.

Measured FWHM = 470(10) ps



Result: T1/2 (Iπ=4-) in 34P= 2.0(1) ns

429 / 1048

429 / 1876
(~prompt)



T1/2 = 2.0(1)ns = 0.064(3) Wu for 1876 M2 in 34P.

429 / 1048

429 / 1876
(~prompt)



What about ‘faster’ transitions..
i.e. < ~10 ps ?





gate





If the lifetime to be measured is so short that all of the states decay in flight,
the RDM reaches a limit.

To measure even shorter half-lives (<1ps).  
In this case, make the ‘gap’ distance zero !! i.e., have nucleus slow to do stop in a
backing.

We can use the quantity
F(τ) = (vs/ vmax).

Es(v,θ)= E0(1+v/c cos (θ)) (for v/c<0.05) 

Measuring the centroid energy
of the Doppler shifted line gives
the average value for the quantity
Es (and this v) when transition was 
emitted.

The ratio of vs divided by the maximum
possible recoil velocity (at t=0) is the 
quantity, F(τ) = fractional Doppler shift.



In the rotational model, 

where the CG coefficient is given by,

Thus, measuring τ and knowing the transition energy, 
we can obtain a value for Q0



If we can assume a constant quadrupole moment for a rotational band (Qo),
and we know  the transition energies for the band, correcting for the 
feeding using the Bateman equations, we can construct ‘theoretical’ F(τ) 
curves for bands of fixed Qo values





Angular momentum coupling for 
multi-unpaired nucleons?

From DWK 2016



Unpaired Particles in Deformed Nuclei:

The Nilsson Model



Deformed Shell Model: 
The Nilsson Model





Effect of Nuclear Deformation on K-isomers

50
g9/2

g7/2

d5/2

s1/2

d3/2

h11/2

(8)
(6)
(2)

(4)

(12)

h9/2 (10)

82

(10)

Spherical, harmon. oscilator
H = hω+al.l+bl.s, 

quantum numbers jπ, mj

Nilsson scheme: Quadrupole deformed 
3-D HO. where   hω -> hωx+hωy+hωz

axial symmetry means ωx=ωy
quantum numbers [N,nx,Λ]Ωπ

Kπ= sum of individual Ωπ values.

z

x

Ωπ

High-Ω (DAL) orbit

z

x

Ωπ

Mid-Ω (FAL)

z

x
Low-Ω, (RAL)

> prolate β2



High-Ω orbits, less
Contact with main 
mass distribution.

[ j(j+1)]1/2

Lower-Ω orbits, have 
Large ix values and 
More contact with main 
(prolate) mass distribution.

[ j(j+1)]1/2

Ω

Increasing (prolate)
deformation, bigger 
splitting.





From F.G.Kondev et al., ADNDT 103-104 (2015) p50-105



K isomers

(Ji,Ki)

(Jf,Kf)

Kf

Ki

∆K=|Kf-Ki|

= reduced hindrance for a K-isomeric 
decay transition.



K-isomers in deformed nuclei

where εk is the single-particle energy; εF is the Fermi
energy and ∆ is the pair gap (which can be obtained from
odd-even mass differences)

These, high-K multi-quasi-particle states are expected to 
occur at excitations energies of: 

In the strong-coupling limit, for orbitals where Ω is large,
unpaired particles can sum their angular momentum 
projections on the nuclear axis if symmetry to give rise to 
‘high-K’ states, such that the
total spin/parity of the high-K
Multi-particle state is give by:  



We can observe many ‘high-K 
isomeric states’  and ‘strongly
coupled rotational bands’ built 
upon different combinations of
deformed single- and multi-particle
configurations in odd-A nuclei.

7qp

5qp

3qp

1qp
177Ta



2qp states, Ex~2∆

4qp states, Ex~4∆

6qp states, 
Ex~6∆

8qp states, Ex~8∆

C.S.Purry et al., Nucl. Phys. A632 (1998) p229

178W: different and discrete 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 quasi-particle band 
structures are all observed:  
These are built on different underlying single-particle (Nilsson) orbital  
configurations.



‘Forbiddenness’ in K isomers
We can use single particle 
(‘Weisskopf’) estimates 
for transitions rates for
a given multipolarity.
(Eg (keV) , T1/2 (s), 
Firestone and Shirley, 
Table of Isotopes (1996). sAETM

sAETE

sETM

sAETE

EAT

W

W

W

W

/

83/2572/1

103/4562/1

13-352/1

153/2362/1

21

101.31010.32

103.0   1052.92

101.8         1020.21

106.1   1076.61

keV 500 180,  for  Estimates Weisskopf
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−−−

−−

−−−−

×→×=→

×→×=→

×→×=→

×→×=→

==

γ

γ

γ

γ

γ

Hindrance (F) (removing dependence on multipolarity and Eγ) is 
defined by

rates  trans. Weisskopfand expt. of ratio 
2/1

2/1 =







= WT

TF
γ

Reduced Hindrance ( fν  ) gives an estimate for the ‘goodness’ of K- quantum 
number and validity of K-selection rule ( = a measure of axial symmetry).

λν
νγ

ν
ν −∆=








== K

T
TFf W    , 

/1

2/1

2/1/1
fν ~ 100 typical value for ‘good’
K isomer (see Lobner Phys. Lett. 
B26 (1968) p279)



Smith, Walker et al.,  Phys. 
Rev. C68 (2003) 031302



Smith, Walker et al.,  Phys. Rev.
C68 (2003) 031302
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